Route Information
Route to Acworth GA:
Depart speedway, Lot 6, Gate 50 about 8:00AM. Police will provide escort onto I95N as we leave speedway. We will take I-95N to I-295W to I-10W to I-75N. The
caravan has a scheduled rest area stop at MM 318 on I-10. Stop will be 15 minutes.
We can re-group and pick up more Corvettes as well. We should arrive at that stop
about 945-10:15AM. The Caravan will depart at 10:30AM.
11:45AM-Approximate arrival time in Valdosta GA. We will stop for gas and
lunch. Exit 16 and 18 have plenty of gas stations but Exit 18 has more food
choices.
The Valdosta Mall at Exit 18 is our staging area before departing. Directions to
mall are as follows: Exit 18 off I-75N (St. Augustine is the street name) go right
(east) and then go 0.5 miles, There is a light there, that’s the mall entrance, turn
left. We will stage at the North end of the mall in the vacant lot of the closed down
Sears, adjacant to Buffalo Wild Wings. You may want to just park there after
getting gas and eat in the mall or a resturant within walking distance.
1:15PM-Depart the mall with a police escort…onto I-75N: Caravan will take I-75N
to the I-475N (Exit 156) bypass around Macon GA.
3:15-3:30PM-Approximate arrival time at REST AREA #19 Bibb County, Rest
area is 3 miles past Exit 5 on I-475N. Caravan will stop and re-group for 15
minutes. This is the LAST stop until we get to Acworth. Check your gas level.
3:45PM-Depart for Acworth GA.
Caravan will continue on I-475N to I-75N –
VERY IMPORTANT: As Caravan approaches 285,(South of Atlanta) we will use
the HOV LANE. We will stay in the HOV Lane until just near Exit 259B then take
the EXPRESS LANES—Enter on Left side..SUNPASS WILL WORK. If you do
not have a Sunpass or Peach pass, stay on I-75N to Acworth.

Enjoy dinner at your resturant of choice in the Acworth historic district. THERE IS
A LARGE PARKING LOT IN DOWNTOWN ACWORTH AND A PEDESTRIAN
CROSSWALK TO THE RESTURANTS.

Wednesday August 27th:
8:30AM-Stage at Dallas Landing State Park at 5120 Allatoona Dr.
The park has an oval road that runs next to Lake Allatoona. Because we will be the only ones
using the park at this early hour, we will be able to use the entire road so we won’t have to
pull into parking spots. We will form a line and wind our way around the road, lining up in
rows like a parade. There is room for at least two rows of cars and in some places three rows,
so that way we won’t have to worry about backing out of parking spots. When you arrive,
you’ll be given a bottle of water donated by Kim Watt and the City of Acworth. We will
follow the police car to I-75. Because the intersections will be blocked off by police along the
way, we won’t have to worry about being separated on our way to I-75.
DIRECTIONS TO THE PARK:
Take I-75 to Exit 278, Glade Road, Acworth OR you can get on US 92 between the Best Western
and Quality Inn. If you take I-75 then at end of ramp turn West
Turn onto West Highway 92. (Lake Acworth Drive.)
Just after you pass over the Mary McCall Memorial Overpass (a bridge), you’ll see a turn lane
that will take you onto a very short piece of Main Street. You’ll go a few hundred feet and the
road dead ends.
There will be a sign in front of you that says Acworth Historic Downtown, Lake Acworth Sports
Facilities, with an arrow pointing left towards Dallas Landing Beach. Turn left onto this
road(Main Street).
Just a few hundred feet you will turn left onto Lakewood Drive. Follow Lakewood Drive until
you come to a stop sign. You will bear slightly to the right onto Allatoona Drive.This will take
you straight into the park.
9:00AM– We will leave the park with police escort.
Thanks to Kim Watt and the Acworth Police Department for all their help getting us safely out
and onto I-75N.
ON TO KIMBALL TN- I-75N to I-24W to Exit 152B (Kimball/South Pittsburg exit.) turn right
onto TN 72, go about .2 mile and turn right at the McDonalds. Travel time is about 1hr & 40
min. SET CLOCKS BACK ONE HOUR- Approximate arrival time is 09:45AM local {CDT}.
There are several gas stations and places to eat. The stop here will be 90 minutes. You are on
your own. The police chief has arranged for the gas stations to have enough premium and the
resturants will be ready for us. STAGING will be in the large parking lot by Cracker Barrel
NOT WALMART. STAGING AT 11:00AM local {CDT}-DEPART at 11:15AM local {CDT}

We will gain an hour due to time change.
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Thank You to all our Sponsors for the Dollar
Contributions and Goody Bag items!
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